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A subset of a group is said to be product-free if the product of two of its
elements is never itself an element of the subset. Using the classification of finite
simple groups, we prove that every finite group of order n has a product-free subset
of more than cn1114 elements, for some fixed c>0. This improves on a lower bound
of Babai and So s.  1997 Academic Press
Let G be a finite group of order n. A subset S of G is said to be
product-free if, for any x, y # S (not necessarily distinct), xy  S. Define :(G)
to be the size of the largest product-free subset of G. In [1], Babai and So s
gave a simple construction that, together with the classification of finite
simple groups (CFSG), shows that :(G)>cn47 for some constant c>0.
The purpose of the present paper is to improve this lower bound as follows.
Theorem. There exists a constant c>0 such that :(G )>cn1114.
We begin the proof of the theorem by recalling Lemma 7.5 of [1].
Lemma 1. If N is a normal subgroup of G, then :(G ):(N )[G : N].
Proof. Let ,: G  GN be the canonical homomorphism. If S is
product-free in GN, then ,&1(S) is product-free in G. K
Thus to prove any bound of the form :(G )>cnt for t1, it suffices to
consider the finite simple groups. In the case G=ZnZ, the set
[k, ..., 2k&1], where k=w(n+1)3x , shows that :(G )>cn. By Lemma 1,
the linear lower bound also holds for all groups with cyclic factor groups,
so in particular for all solvable groups.
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Lemma 2. Let P(G ) denote the index of the largest proper subgroup of
G. Then there exists c>0 such that P(G )<c |G | 37 for all nonabelian simple
groups G.
By CFSG, it suffices to verify this claim for the simple groups of Lie type
(the alternating groups satisfy this by a wide margin, and the sporadic
groups, being finite in number, can be accommodated by adjusting the con-
stant). The simple groups of Lie type fall into two categories, the classical
families and the exceptional families. We summarize the results for the
classical and exceptional families in Tables I and II, culled from [3]
(pp. 170, 175) and [4], respectively. (Note that the exponent cannot be
lowered, on account of the Ree groups 2G2(q).) The results are given in
Knuth’s 3 notation: for two sequences (an) and (bn), we write an=3(bn)
if there exist positive constants c1 and c2 such that c1<anbn<c2 for suf-
ficiently large n.
Babai and So s observe that :(G)|G |P(G ), since any nontrivial coset
of a proper subgroup of G is product-free. In light of Lemma 2, this implies
:(G )c |G |47. (Note that neither Lemma 2 nor this last inequality appear
in [1], only the construction.) We shall prove a stronger result.
Lemma 3. For all G, :(G )(31P(G ))&12 |G |.
Proof. We prove the equivalent statement that if G acts transitively on
0=[1, ..., l], where l>31, then :(G )(31l)&12 |G |. (For l31 the result
follows from the previous estimate.)
TABLE I
Largest Subgroups of the Classical Simple Groups
Group Lie notation |L| P(L) lim
q  
log |L| P(L) maxm
Lm(q) (m2) Am&1(q) 3(qm
2&1) 3(qm&1)
1
m+1
1
3
r0.333
Um(q) (m2) 2Am&1(q) 3(qm
2&1) 3(q2m&3)
2m&3
m2&1
3
8
r0.313
PSp2m(q) (m2) Cm(q) 3(q2m
2+m) 3(q2m&1)
2m&1
2m2+m
3
10
r0.300
02m+1(q) (m3) Bm(q) 3(q2m
2+m) 3(q2m&1)
2m&1
2m2+m
5
21
r0.238
P0+2m(q) (m3) Dm(q) 3(q
2m 2&m) 3(q2m&2)
2m&2
2m2&m
4
15
r0.267
P0&2m(q) (m2)
2Dm(q) 3(q2m
2&m) 3(q2m&2)
2m&2
2m2&m
1
3
r0.333
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TABLE II
Largest Subgroups of the Exceptional Simple Groups
Group |L| P(L) lim
q  
log|L| P(L)
G2(q) 3(q14) 3(q5) 514r0.357
F4(q) 3(q52) 3(q15) 1552r0.288
E6(q) 3(q78) 3(q16) 1678r0.205
E7(q) 3(q133) 3(q27) 27133r0.203
E8(q) 3(q248) 3(q57) 57248r0.230
2B2(q)(q=22m+1) 3(q5) 3(q2) 25r0.400
2G2(q)(q=32m+1) 3(q7) 3(q3) 37r0.429
2F4(q)(q=22m+1) 3(q26) 3(q10) 1026r0.385
3D4(q) 3(q28) 3(q9) 928r0.321
2E6(q) 3(q78) 3(q21) 2178r0.269
Let T be a k-element subset of 0&[1], where k shall be specified later.
Let S be the set of all g # G such that 1g # T and for all y # T, yg  T. In
symbols,
S= .
x # T
[g # G | 1g=x]& .
y # T
[g # G | 1g, yg # T].
If g, h # S, then 1gh=(1g)h and since 1g # T, (1g)h  T. Therefore S is
product-free. (This generalizes the construction of Babai and So s, which is
the case k=1.)
Since G acts transitively on 0, each set in the first union has |G |l
elements. Thus the first union contains k |G |l elements. For fixed k, if ;
denotes the average size of the second union over all k-element subsets T
of [2, ..., l], then the average size of S is k |G |l&;, and of course, S must
be at least this large for some particular T.
In passing, we note that the above application of the probabilistic
method (see [2] for many more examples of the method) can be avoided
if G acts 2-transitively on 0 (as is the case for a number of the simple
groups). In this case the size of each set in the second union can be given
explicitly, from which one can deduce that for every choice of T, S is large
enough to prove the theorem. In particular, for such groups a product-free
set of the claimed size can be constructed explicitly (assuming H is known).
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In any case, we now establish an upper bound for ;. First observe that
\l&1k + ;:T :y # T *(g # G | 1
g, yg # T )
= :
y{1
:
g # G
*(T0&[1] | 1g, y, yg # T ).
If 1g, y, yg are distinct, this last set has ( l&4k&3) elements, but if 1
g=y or
yg=y, it has ( l&3k&2) elements. (To be precise, no such T exist at all unless
1g{1 and yg{1, but overcounting won’t hurt in deriving an upper
bound.) Thus
\l&1k + ;\
l&4
k&3+ :y{1 |G |
+\ l&3k&2+ :y{1 [*(g # G | 1
g=y)+*(g # G | yg=y)]
=\ l&4k&3+ (l&1)|G |+2 \
l&3
k&2+
(l&1)|G |
l
,
again because G acts transitively. This gives
;
|G |

k(k&1)
l (l&2)(l&3)
[l (k&2)+2(l&3)]

k(k&1)
l (l&2)(l&3)
lk
k3
(l&2)2
.
We conclude that for k # [1, ..., l&1], there exists a product-free subset S
of G such that
|S |\kl &
k3
(l&2)2+ |G |.
Finally, we choose k to maximize this expression. Put k=w(l&2)(3l )&12x ;
then
|S |\ l&2312l32&
1
l
&
l&2
(3l)32+ |G |
=
2l&- 27l&4
(3l)32
|G |>(31l)&12 |G | ,
where the last inequality assumes l>31. K
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Lemmas 2 and 3 together imply that :(G )>cn1114 for simple groups,
which by Lemma 1 suffices to prove the theorem in full.
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